Police Involved Shooting

On Tuesday, April 7, 2020, at approximately 8:06 p.m., officers were dispatched to 1831 Creekside Drive on shots fired to the residence. The shots came from a suspect car that fled the scene. Officers were able to find the car and attempted a traffic stop. A pursuit of the car ensued that resulted in the car crashing with several suspects running from the scene. Officers pursued the suspects on foot and a confrontation ensued with shots being exchanged before the suspects were taken into custody. Several firearms were recovered at the scene. The original house that officers were dispatched to was hit with multiple gunshots, as well as another residence and several cars.

The suspect was transported to Grant Hospital in critical condition and was later upgraded to stable condition. No officers were injured during the encounter. The Critical Incident Response Team responded as well as the Crime Scene Search Unit. The investigation is ongoing.
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